
NexImage®  
Item #93712

The NexImage is a complete CCD solar system imager that is capable 
of producing outstanding lunar or planetary images in great detail and 
color fidelity.  Images taken with the NexImage will rival those taken with 
astronomical CCD cameras costing thousands of dollars.  If you’re inter-
ested in taking your own high quality solar system images, the NexImage 
is for you.

Celestron Sky Maps  
Item #93722

The Celestron Sky Maps are the ideal teaching tool for anyone inter-
ested in learning the night sky. The front cover features a specially 
designed luminous planisphere that rotates to simulate the seasonal 
progression of celestial objects through the sky. When the planisphere 
is pre-exposed to a light source, star positions glow brightly against a 
dark background, mimicking actual constellations in the sky. More than 
a thousand stars and deep-sky objects are listed and charted.  

PowerTank™, 12v Power Supply  
Item #18774

The PowerTank provides a portable, rechargeable power supply as 
you take your telescope on-the-go.   Equipped with an emergency red 
filtered flashlight and energy efficient LED spotlight, the PowerTank 7 is 
also very useful as an emergency roadside accessory. 

Celestron would like to suggest the following 

accessories to enhance the viewing experience 

with your new computerized telescope.



Moon Filter – 1.25 in  
Item #94119-A

Celestron’s Moon Filter greatly reduces the brightness and glare of the 
Moon while improving contrast, so greater detail can be observed on the 
lunar surface while using your telescope.   This filter is especially helpful 
during larger Moon phases and is a highly recommended accessory 
which every lunar observer should own.

AC AdAPTer  
Item #18778

The 2.5 amp AC Adapter is for use with all Celestron computerized 
telescopes (except the CGEM and CGE Pro Series) and is designed to 
provide continuous 12 Volt DC power when an AC outlet is available.  
Keep your telescope powered up all night long.

Car Battery Adapter 
Item #18769

The Car Battery Adapter allows you to power your computerized 
telescope directly via an automobile’s cigarette lighter or Celestron’s 
PowerTank receptacle.   


